
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 10mins
Set-up: 20x20 yard area. No balls
Instructions: Players in groups of 2. Each partner 

stands facing each other. Using one hand each 
player must attempt to slap their partners ankle 
whilst avoiding having their own ankles slapped

Players are awarded one point for each successful 
Ankle Slap.

Switch partners after 90 seconds and repeat

Rules –Players must stay on their feet at all times
           - Ankle Slaps only; No grabbing or Pushing

Progression:  Battle Mode;  Everyone competes 
against each other. How many ankles can you slap 
in 2 mins?

Keep Knees Bent & Stay Low to the ground
-Stay Side on so you only give your partner one 
ankle to choose from
-Stay on your feet
-Quick short steps to escape partners slaps

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 15x10 yard Area with 2 small goals placed 
diagonally across from each other as shown. 6 
players per grid (2 Teams of 3). A supply of balls
Instructions: 
-Play begins by 1st player from Yellow Team playing 
the ball across to the 1st Player from The Red Team
-Players attempt to score in the goal they are 
facing
-Duel  is over after ball leaves play, a goal is scored 
or 60 seconds elapses.
-Repeat with next players in line.
-After 5 mins, alternate the team playing in the 
original pass

-Fast, Slow, Side on, Low
Fast; Defender must close down space as quickly as 
possible to put pressure on attacker
Slow; Defender should slow down as s/he approaches 
attacker 
Side on, Low; Body Position should be ‘side on’ with 
bent knees and low to the ground

Also; 
 - Angle approach to limit options (make play 
predictable)
 - Try to force attacker away from your goal

-Be physical; if beaten player should work hard to win 
ball back and get goal side of the ball again.
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Age Group: U10
Topic: Defending 
Sub Topic: 1v1 Battles
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 20 mins
Set-up: 20x30 yard grids
Instructions: 
• Play a 3v3 tournament to small goals with the rule 

that players may only mark a pre designated 
member of the opposition. This will produce 
sometimes awkward sequences of play but it does 
serve to highlight the responsibilities of each 
player in individual defending situations. Play 3, 6 
minute games so each team plays each other

Be competitive! Don’t let your  opponent score, win 
your personal battle
-Force play in one direction, make it predictable
- Work hard to get goal side of your opponent 

when possession is lost
- Stay tight to your man

Duration: 20-25 mins
Set-up: 20x30 yard Grids
Instructions: 
Play 3v3/4v4/5v5/6v6 games with no           
restrictions. Award points for goals as well as  
for examples of outstanding defending

 Emphasize all coaching points from the session


